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Transcription factors perform facilitated diffusion [three-dimensional (3D) diffusion in the cytosol and 1D
diffusion on the DNA] when binding to their target sites to regulate gene expression. Here, we investigated the
influence of this binding mechanism on the noise in gene expression. Our results showed that, for biologically
relevant parameters, the binding process can be represented by a two-state Markov model and that the accelerated
target finding due to facilitated diffusion leads to a reduction in both the mRNA and the protein noise.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cellular reactions are fundamentally stochastic processes.
Recent advances in single cell measurements have given
insight into the details of some cellular processes and provided
precise quantitative measurements of individual reactions
[1–3]. This has allowed increasingly detailed modeling of cel-
lular dynamics and a better understanding of the stochasticity
of cellular processes. In particular, two fields have strongly
benefited from this development: (i) stochastic gene expression
models (e.g., [4,5]) and (ii) models of transcription factor (TF)
dynamics (e.g., [6–8]). Except for a few studies (e.g., [9–12]),
the combined effects of these two were not investigated,
despite the fact that they directly affect one another.
TF molecules bind to their genomic binding sites by
a combination of three-dimensional (3D) diffusion through
the cytosol and 1D random walk along the DNA (the
facilitated diffusion search mechanism). This mechanism was
first proposed by Riggs et al. [13] to explain the fact that the
lac repressor (lacI) in E. coli finds its target site much more
quickly than it would be possible by simple diffusion through
the cytoplasm. It was later formalized by Berg et al. [14], who
found that it could indeed explain the reduced search time. 1D
diffusion along the DNA, so called sliding [15], was first shown
in vitro by Kabata et al. [16], but its significance in vivo was
disputed for a long time. Recently, using fluorescently tagged
lac repressor molecules, Hammar et al. [3] directly observed
TF sliding in living E. coli.
To calculate the average target search time of a TF using
facilitated diffusion, Mirny et al. [6] use a model that includes
alternating 3D diffusion and sliding events. They note that
increasing the average number of different base pair positions
visited during a sliding event, called the sliding length, has
two adverse effects on the average search time: it decreases the
number of slides needed to find the site, but it also increases the
duration of a single slide, because more base pair positions
have to be visited. It was then shown that the search time is
minimal when the TF spends an equal amount of time sliding
and using 3D diffusion during its search.
Interestingly, Elf et al. [2] found that lacI spends about
90% of its total search time sliding on the DNA, which differs
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significantly from the value that minimizes target search time.
It was suggested that, on crowded DNA, the observed fraction
minimizes the search time [7]. Another explanation for this
would be that more time spent on the DNA optimizes the
system with respect to other properties. Indeed, previous work
mostly assumes that the evolutionary advantage of facilitated
diffusion is only due to the accelerated target search time,
which could help to change gene expression more quickly in
response to certain stimuli and signals. Other effects of TF
sliding have rarely been investigated.
In this analysis, we investigate another aspect of facilitated
diffusion, namely how TF binding and unbinding in steady
state affects gene expression noise of the controlled gene.
In particular, we ask if TFs using facilitated diffusion lead
to different gene expression noise when compared to an
equivalent nonsliding TF, and if this could provide a new
view on the evolution of facilitated diffusion. Furthermore, we
also investigate how facilitated diffusion affects the activity
changes of a controlled gene in steady state. Stochastic gene
expression models often simply assume that genes switch
between active (when the gene can be transcribed) and
nonactive states (when the gene cannot be transcribed) with
constant stochastic rates. Here we try to evaluate how gene
switching should be modeled for genes that are controlled by
a TF using facilitated diffusion.
Our results show that the facilitated diffusion mechanism
can lead to a reduction in the fluctuations of mRNA and protein
levels, which is caused by its acceleration of target finding. In
addition, we found that, for biologically relevant parameters,
the binding process can be represented by a two-state Markov
model (if the effective binding and unbinding rates are chosen
appropriately).
II. MATERIALS AND MODELS
We consider two models, namely (i) the TF molecules
perform only 3D diffusion and (ii) the TF molecules perform
facilitated diffusion. In the former, when the molecule is bound
to the target site, the TF has a constant rate of unbinding kd ,
and the rate of rebinding ka for an individual TF can also be
assumed to be constant [6,17,18]; see Fig. 1(a). In the case of
multiple TF copies, the (re)binding rate is simply scaled up by
the number of TFs per cell, amax.
In the second model (the facilitated diffusion model), the
TF molecules can slide off the target with a strongly increased
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(a) (b)
FIG. 1. Model of TF binding. (a) Binding and unbinding of TFs
that are unable to slide (two-state Markov model). (b) The binding
dynamics of a TF that is able to slide on the DNA.
chance of quickly sliding onto the target again; see Fig. 1(b).
Hence the rebinding rate is not constant and binding cannot
be modeled as a simple two-state Markov process, as is the
case for nonsliding TFs. This binding mechanism can lead to
long periods of no binding, when the TF diffuses through the
cytoplasm, interrupted by short periods of multiple consecutive
target binding events when the TF slides near the target site.
To simulate the resulting expression of the controlled gene in
steady state, we derived a stochastic model of TF binding and
unbinding in the case of facilitated diffusion.
When the TF unbinds from the target site, it can either
start sliding along the DNA near the target and then slide
back to it again, or dissociate from the DNA strand before
rebinding the target (probability doff). These dynamics can be
represented by a three-state model, where the TF is either
using combined 3D and 1D facilitated diffusion to search
for the target [state (1)], bound to the target [state (2)], or
sliding near the target between two consecutive target binding
events [state (3)]; see Fig. 2. Each TF molecule stochastically
switches between these states according to specific waiting
time distributions. The transition rates are constant and the
waiting times exponentially distributed, except in the case of
switching from state (3) to state (2). This rate is not constant
because first passage times in 1D diffusion are strongly
distance-dependent [17]. Right after sliding off the target, the
FIG. 2. A three-state system modeling the target binding dynam-
ics of a TF using facilitated diffusion. Each TF switches stochastically
between the following: searching for the target combining 3D and
1D diffusion [state (1)], being bound to the target [state (2)], and
sliding near the target between two consecutive target binding events
[state (3)]. Note that koff represents the rate of leaving the target site,
doff is the probability of detaching from the DNA before returning
to the target, amax is the number of TF molecules per cell, ka is the
association rate of one free TF, and S(t) is the probability density of
sliding back to the target site after a time t .
TF will still be close and have a high chance of rebinding, but
after a long time without rebinding the probability of rebinding
is much lower. Therefore, this distribution of the waiting times
decays faster than exponentially.
To compute the shape of this waiting time distribution,
we assume that the TF performs an unbiased continuous-time
random walk on the DNA with a step size of 1 bp (see [19]
for a discussion of these assumptions). Waiting times to slide
over 1 bp are exponentially distributed, and all positions apart
from the target site have the same mean waiting time τ (this
holds for biologically relevant parameters [20]). Finally, when
sliding near the target, there is a constant chance of unbinding
from the DNA strand, with τ being the average time until
unbinding.
The probability density S(t) of sliding back to the target
site after a time t is given by
S(t) = D(t)F (t), (1)
where D(t) is the probability that the TF is indeed still bound
to the DNA at time t , and F (t) is the first return probability
density of a continuous-time random walk. S(t) can then be
calculated as
S(t ; τ,τ ) = e−t/τ
∞∑
m=1
2me− tτ
(
t
τ
)2m−1
τ (2m)!
× 2
2m − 1
(
2m − 1
m
)
2−2m; (2)
see Appendix A. Given that doff is the probability of detaching
from the DNA before returning, we can write
doff = 1 −
∫ ∞
0
S(t)dt. (3)
Defining the sliding length sl =
√
2τ/τ as the average
number of different base pair positions the TF visits during
one slide [21], we find that doff = 2/sl , which matches the
results derived in [3]. The normalized distribution of S(t) gives
the waiting time distribution of switching from state (3) to
state (2).
III. RESULTS
A. Evaluating the lac repressor system
To evaluate the two models with a biologically relevant set
of parameters, we used experimental data from lacI in E. coli,
which is a well-characterized system; see Table I. We use the
following notation: b ∈ {0,1} is the number of TF molecules
bound to the target site, m is the number of mRNA molecules
in the cell, and p is the protein level. In our model, we assumed
that a repressor binding to the target would make transcription
impossible and fully silence the gene. When no TF is bound,
single mRNA copies are produced at a constant rate (λm). The
model also assumes that mRNA levels decay exponentially
with rate βm.
Investigating the three-state model using these parameters,
we found that, on average, the time spent sliding between two
consecutive target binding events [state (3)] is much shorter
than both the time scale the TF is bound to the target and the
time scale of transcription. This implies that the fast switching
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TABLE I. Parameter values.
Parameter Value Reference
amax 5 [39]
sl 64 ± 14 bp [3]
ka,FD (0.0044 ± 0.0011) s−1 [3,40]
kd 0.0023 s−1 [41]
koff 0.074 s−1 Eq. (D1)
τ 5 ms [2]
τ 2.4 μs [2,3]
λm 0.012 s−1 [1,42]
βm (0.007 ± 0.001) s−1 [43–45]
λp 0.32 s−1 [46]
βp 0.0033 s−1 [43]
between target binding and intermediate sliding could be well
represented by a single long binding event. It is important
to note that the number of target binding events before
dissociation from the DNA is not fixed but geometrically
distributed. The total binding time before dissociating from the
DNA strand is therefore given by the sum of a geometrically
distributed number of exponential waiting times, which has the
same distribution as a single long exponential waiting time;
see Appendix B. This means that TF binding patterns in the
case of fast enough sliding can be represented by a simple
two-state system (a search state and a target binding state)
with constant switching rates.
In the case of lacI, we simulated both the three-state lacI
binding model and the resulting mRNA dynamics using a
standard stochastic simulation algorithm [22]. The algorithm
was adapted slightly to correctly simulate the nonconstant
target return rate from the intermediate sliding state; see
Appendix C. Similarly, we simulated the dynamics of the
corresponding two-state system in which multiple returns due
to sliding are combined to a single continuous binding event.
To obtain the same binding time, we set the rate of unbinding
from the target in the two-state system equal to the unbinding
rate in the three-state system divided by the average number
of target returns before detaching from the DNA,
kd = koffdoff = 2koff/sl. (4)
We found that in both scenarios the average mRNA level
is 0.16 molecules per cell. Figure 3 shows the mRNA Fano
factor in the two-state and three-state system for lacI as well
as hypothetical TFs with up to 10 times slower sliding and up
to 10 times faster or slower binding/unbinding rates. In each
case, the difference between the Fano factor computed using
the two models is negligible. This indicates that, for TFs with
similar dynamics to lacI, the gene regulation process can be
appropriately modeled by the two-state model (with constant
binding and unbinding rate), which is supported by previous
work that successfully modeled experimentally measured lac
mRNA noise using a two-state Markov model [23]. Further
discussion of model assumptions and comparison to relevant
previous work can be found in Appendix F.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the mRNA noise in the two models.
The diagonal indicates that the two models produce similar results.
Additional data points show the same comparison in the case of
TF that are similar to lacI but have slightly different sliding and/or
binding rates (up to a 10-fold difference). The circles represent the
average Fano factor computed over 10 stochastic simulations.
B. Effect of a faster target finding rate on mRNA fluctuations
Next, we investigate if the speedup in target finding due
to facilitated diffusion significantly affects the steady-state
fluctuations in the lacI mRNA levels compared to a nonsliding
equivalent. Here TF sliding was not taken into account
explicitly anymore, rather we used the equivalent two-state
Markov model with effective binding rates derived previously
to model TF binding. To allow a sensible comparison between
these two TFs, we required that, in both cases, the TF is bound
to the target the same fraction of the time such that the average
level of mRNA is the same. If there are amax TFs in a cell, each
of which binds the target at a constant rate ka and unbinds at
a rate kd , the average fractional time b the TF is bound to the
target is [24]
b = kaamax
kaamax + kd . (5)
Assuming that in both cases the TF number per cell and hence
the metabolic cost is the same, having identical binding times
b also requires the ratio ka/kd to be the same in both cases,
i.e., a slower target finding rate has to be compensated for by
an equal decrease in the unbinding rate (see the discussion
in Appendix F 3 for specific details about the comparison
between sliding and nonsliding TFs).
To compare mRNA fluctuations for lacI to its nonsliding
equivalent, we considered the two-state Markov model, where
the mRNA Fano factor can be derived analytically [25] as
σ 2m
m
= 1 + m b
1 − b
τb
τb + τm , (6)
with b being the average fractional time the TF is bound, m is
the average mRNA level, τb = (ka + kd )−1 is the time scale of
gene switching, and τm is the time scale of mRNA degradation.
There are two sources of noise in the mRNA level [25]: (i) the
intrinsic Poisson noise arising from the stochastic nature of
each transcription and mRNA degradation event, and (ii) the
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the mRNA Fano factor on sliding length.
The dissociation rate was changed accordingly to keep average
mRNA levels constant. Analytic results (line) were calculated using
Eq. (6). For each set of parameters, we also performed 10 stochastic
simulations each run over 2000 reaction events (the error bars are
±s.d.). Fano factors for lacI (lacIWT) and an equivalent TF that does
not slide (lacI3D) are highlighted specifically.
extrinsic component arising from the random switching of the
gene’s activity.
Using Eq. (6) and the appropriate parameters (see Table
I), the lac operon mRNA Fano factor in steady state was
found to be σ 2m,lacI /m = 1.3. By setting the sliding length to
sl = 1, the binding rate of the 3D diffusion lacI equivalent is
k3Da = ka/6.4; see Appendix E. Decreasing both ka and kd by
this factor, we found that the mRNA Fano factor is σ 2m,3D/m =
2.0. The accelerated target finding due to facilitated diffusion,
therefore, leads to a noise reduction of 33% in the case of
lacI. Figure 4 shows the levels of mRNA fluctuations for lacI
when assuming various sliding lengths. Since we adjusted the
dissociation rate to ensure equal average expression levels (see
Appendix F 3), here the mRNA noise is solely determined by
the target finding rate, i.e., faster target finding leads directly to
a lower Fano factor. Note that sliding lengths that are slightly
shorter than the wild type value exhibit the lowest mRNA Fano
factor. This is due to the fact that lacI is bound to the DNA
about 90% of the time [2], while fastest binding would be
obtained at a value of 50% and hence at lower sliding lengths
[6,26]. For sliding lengths that are longer than the wild type
value, the fraction the TF is bound to the DNA is even higher,
leading to slower target finding rates and, consequently, higher
mRNA noise levels.
C. Effects on protein noise
To quantify the fluctuations in the protein level (p), we
added two reactions to the previously used reaction system—
each mRNA molecule is translated at a constant rate (λp),
while the resulting proteins are degraded exponentially (decay
rate βp). Parameter values were taken from β-galactosidase
measurements; see Table I.
Figure 5 shows the simulated fluctuations in protein level
in three different cases: (i) the gene is permanently on,
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FIG. 5. Protein fluctuations. We computed the protein counts of β-galactosidase for three different cases: (a) and (b) the gene is constantly
on (unregulated gene), (c) and (d) the gene is regulated by lacI (lacIWT), and (e) and (f) the gene is regulated by lacI-like TF that does not slide
on the DNA (lacI3D). Each system was simulated over a real-time equivalent of 72 h. In (b), (d), and (f), each histogram uses the data from a
simulation using 106 reactions.
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(ii) the gene is controlled by the lacI, and (iii) the gene is
controlled by the nonsliding lacI equivalent. In each system,
the transcription rate is set to a value so that the average protein
level is 〈p〉 = 150 molecules. The case in which the gene
is permanently on shows the weakest fluctuations, whereas
protein levels fluctuate most strongly in the 3D diffusion case.
Facilitated diffusion reduces the fluctuations in protein levels
compared to the case of the TF performing only 3D diffusion,
but it cannot reduce it under the levels of an unregulated gene.
IV. DISCUSSION
Gene expression is a noisy process [27–29], and in order to
understand the gene regulatory program of cells, it is important
to investigate its noise properties. Usually it is assumed that
genes get switched on and off due to binding and unbinding
of TFs, and when they are on they are transcribed at constant
rates. The resulting mRNAs then are translated also at constant
rates. One aspect that is often neglected in this model is that the
binding of TFs to their binding sites is not a simple two-state
Markov process, but rather TFs perform facilitated diffusion
when binding to their binding sites. In this contribution, we
investigated how this model of binding of TFs to their target
sites affects the noise in gene expression.
First, we constructed a three-state model that is able to
describe the dynamics of TFs when performing facilitated
diffusion; see Fig. 2. Our results show that, in the case of
TFs that slide fast on the DNA, the noise and steady-state
properties of the three-state model of TF binding to their target
site can be described by a two-state Markov model, when the
unbinding rate of the two-state model is set to kd = 2koff/sl
(this is similar to the result in [18], which considered only
hopping and no sliding); see Fig. 3. Interestingly, DNA binding
proteins seem to move fast on the DNA when they perform a
1D random walk (e.g., see Table I in [30]), and this suggests
that, when modeling TF binding to their binding site, the
assumption of a simple two-state Markov process does not
introduce any biases. We specifically show that this is the case
when parametrizing our model with experimental data from
the lac repressor system. It is worthwhile noting that, both in
bacteria and eukaryotes, the two-state Markov model seems to
accurately account for the noise in gene regulation [23,29,31],
but there are also exceptions when the kinetic mechanism of
transcription is encoded by the DNA sequence, for example
gene expression in yeast [31] or eve stripe 2 expression in
D. melanogaster [32].
This indicates that the effect of facilitated diffusion on gene
expression noise is limited to changing the effective constant
binding and unbinding rates of the TF. We investigated how the
increased target finding rate due to facilitated diffusion changes
the noise in the case of lacI. Our results show that nonsliding
TFs (with the same 3D diffusion coefficient, average target
binding times, and identical per cell abundance as lacI) lead
to a strongly increased noise in both mRNA (see Fig. 4) and
protein levels (see Fig. 5) when compared to equivalent TFs
that slide. This suggests that, in addition to the increase in
speed of binding of TFs, facilitated diffusion could also lead
to lower noise. Experimental studies found that, in E. coli, the
mRNA noise is correlated with the mRNA levels and that TF
binding kinetics do not seem to have a strong contribution to
mRNA noise [23,29]. Our results suggest that one potential
explanation for this result is that facilitated diffusion buffers
this noise in gene regulation. In other words, when assuming
that TFs perform facilitated diffusion, the contribution of
the binding/unbinding kinetics to the mRNA/protein noise is
relatively small; see Figs. 4 and 5.
It is important to note that increasing the number of
nonsliding TFs per cell by a factor of 6.4 leads to the
same acceleration in target finding and hence to equally low
expression fluctuations, but also a higher metabolic cost. The
facilitated diffusion mechanism is able to reduce the noise and
response time of a gene without increasing the metabolic cost
of the system [33] and without increasing the complexity of
the promoter (by adding autorepression) [34].
Our model assumes a naked DNA, although in vivo it
would be covered by other molecules. In [9], we performed
stochastic simulations of the facilitated diffusion mechanism
and found that molecular crowding on the DNA can increase
the noise in gene regulation, but at biologically relevant
crowding levels this increase is small. This result can be
explained by the fact that molecular crowding on the DNA
reduces the search time, but this reduction is not statistically
significant [9,35].
Furthermore, our model also assumes that there are no other
nearby binding sites, which could potentially affect the results
[3,12,20]. Recently, Sharon et al. [12] showed that synthetic
promoters consisting of homotypic clusters of TF binding sites
can lead to higher noise, and this noise is accounted by the
fact that TFs perform facilitated diffusion. However, in the
case of lacI, the binding site that is closest to O1 is farther
away than its sliding length, thus confirming the validity of
our findings. For the case of densely packed promoters, the
influence of facilitated diffusion on noise in gene expression
requires a systematic investigation, but this will be left to future
research.
We would also like to mention that although all relevant
parameters were taken from the lac repressor system, several
aspects of the system (such as the cAMP-bound catabolite ac-
tivator protein) have been neglected. Due to these limitations,
the model cannot be used to fully describe the lac operon
behavior. Instead, parameters from the lac system are used
to evaluate our model within a biologically plausible regime.
Despite the abstraction level of our model, for the Plac system,
we predicted a mean mRNA level of about 0.16 per cell, and
assuming facilitated diffusion we estimated the Fano factor
to be 1.3 (as opposed to 2.0 in the case of TF performing
only 3D diffusion), which is similar to the values measured
experimentally in the low inducer case in [23] (for 〈m〉 ≈ 0.15,
the Fano factor is ≈1.25). Our results suggest that facilitated
diffusion is essential to explaining the experimentally mea-
sured noise in mRNA, and that one does not need to model
the 1D random walk explicitly, but rather include the effects
of facilitated diffusion in the binding rate. Further validation
of our model would consist of changing the sliding length of
a TF by altering its nonspecific interactions (see, for example,
[36,37]) and then measuring the gene expression noise in these
systems. However, it is not clear how these changes will affect
the capacity of the TF to regulate the target genes, and a
systematic analysis is required to investigate these additional
effects.
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APPENDIX A: WAITING TIME DISTRIBUTION WHEN
SLIDING BACK TO THE TARGET BEFORE
UNBINDING THE DNA
The chance that a TF slides back to the target at a time t after
it slid off it, S(t), is given by the probability of first return to the
origin after time t during a simple unbiased continuous-time
random walk F (t), times the probability that the TF is still
bound to the DNA at time t , D(t),
S(t) = D(t)F (t). (A1)
The probability that the TF is still bound to the DNA at a
time t after unbinding the target decays exponentially with
characteristic waiting time τ , i.e., D(t ; τ ) = e−t/τ .
Since F (t) is the probability density function of first return
to the origin at time t , it is given by the probability of first return
after n 1 bp steps, Fn, multiplied by the probability density of
making the nth step at time t , φn(t), and then marginalizing
over all n:
F (t) =
∞∑
n=1
Fnφn(t). (A2)
According to Klafter and Sokolov [38], these probabilities
can be calculated to be
Fn = 2
n − 1
(
n − 1
n/2
)
2−n for even n and 0 otherwise (A3)
and
φn(t) = L−1{φn(s)} (A4)
the inverse Laplace transform of φn(s), where φ(s) is in turn
the Laplace transform of the waiting time distribution for a
single base pair step, φ(t). Here we assume that the waiting
time of sliding one step in the neighborhood of the target
is exponentially distributed with a constant characteristic time
scale τ . Therefore, φ(s) = 11+sτ and φn(t) can be calculated
to be
φn(t ; τ ) =
ne−
t
τ
(
t
τ
)n−1
τn!
. (A5)
Since Fn vanishes for odd n, we can get F (t) by summing
over all n = 2m to yield the following expression for the
rebinding time distribution:
S(t ; τ,τ ) = e−t/τ
∞∑
m=1
2me− tτ
(
t
τ
)2m−1
τ (2m)!
× 2
2m − 1
(
2m − 1
m
)
2−2m. (A6)
Note that this distribution is not normalized, since the
probability of sliding back to the target before unbinding
from the DNA is smaller than 1. However, the waiting time in
state (3) in the TF binding model is the probability density of
returning at time t given that it does return before unbinding
the DNA. The waiting time, therefore, has to be drawn from
the corresponding normalized distribution of S(t ; τ,τ ).
Our model assumes that unbinding directly from the target
site is negligible. If a TF molecule performs s2l /2 events during
a 1D random walk, and the probability to unbind is equal from
all positions, then the probability to unbind during any of these
events is 2/s2l [8]. Given that on average a TF molecule visits
the target site sl/2 times during a 1D random walk, then the
probability to dissociate directly from the target site is 1/sl ,
which for our model is less than 1.5% and, thus, was neglected
here.
APPENDIX B: GEOMETRICALLY DISTRIBUTED
NUMBER OF RETURNS LEADS TO AN OVERALL
EXPONENTIALLY DISTRIBUTED
TARGET BINDING TIME
In the case of sufficiently fast sliding, TFs moving on and
off the target multiple times can be approximated by a single
long target binding event. The length of this effective binding
event is given by the sum of all individual binding events. Here
each individual binding time is exponentially distributed. The
number of consecutive binding events before DNA detachment
is geometrically distributed since each time the TF leaves the
target site there is a constant chance doff of not returning to the
target through sliding. Here we derived the time distribution of
the overall waiting time as a sum of a geometrically distributed
number of exponential waiting times.
The waiting time distribution of an individual binding event
is
φ(t) = 1
τ
e−t/τ . (B1)
The overall effective waiting time density function given
that the TF binds the target exactly n consecutive times is
P (t |n) =
∫ t2
0
∫ t3
t1
· · ·
∫ t
tn−2
φ(t1)
×φ(t2 − t1) · · ·φ(t − tn−1)dt1dt2 · · · dtn−1. (B2)
In the Laplace domain, these convolutions turn into a simple
product,
P (s|n) = [φ(s)]n, (B3)
with φ(s) = 11+τs being the Laplace transform of φ(t).
We assume that the number of individual binding events n
is geometrically distributed with constant chance doff of not
sliding back. The joint probability is therefore
P (s,n) = P (s|n)(1 − doff)n−1doff (B4)
and hence the return time distribution is
P (s) =
∞∑
n=1
[φ(s)]n(1 − doff)n−1doff
= φ(s)doff
1 − φ(s)(1 − doff) . (B5)
Substituting φ(s) from above,
P (s) = doff
doff + τs =
1
1 + Nτs (B6)
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and
P (t) = 1
Nτ
e−t/Nτ , (B7)
where N = 1/doff is the average number of target bindings
before DNA unbinding. We can conclude that in the case of fast
enough sliding, multiple returns to the target can be modeled
as a single binding event that is exponentially distributed with
average binding time Nτ .
APPENDIX C: CHANGE TO THE STOCHASTIC
SIMULATION ALGORITHM
The stochastic simulation algorithm used by Gillespie [22]
appropriately simulates reaction systems with exponential
waiting times, i.e., systems with all possible reactions occur-
ring at constant rates for a specific configuration. This is the
case for all reactions in our system apart from the TF sliding
back to the target site. When the TF slides off the target, the
return rate is not constant but decays with time.
To appropriately simulate our system, we adapted slightly
the stochastic simulation algorithm. The original algorithm
draws the time of the next reaction from an exponential
distribution with a rate equal to the sum of all possible reactions
in the current configuration. Then the specific reaction is
chosen according to the individual rates. Here we do the same
for all constant rate reactions in the system, but, in the case
of the TF being in the sliding state, we additionally draw a
waiting time from the return time distribution S(t), derived
earlier. If the waiting time drawn from S(t) is smaller than
the other, the TF returns to the target. If not, a constant rate
reaction is carried out accordingly.
APPENDIX D: THE PARAMETERS OF THE
THREE-STATE MODEL
The list of parameters for the three-state model is presented
in Table I. Below, we described how some of the parameters
were derived.
1. Number of lacI operons per growing E. coli cell
Although the lac operon only occurs once in the E. coli
genome [47], continuous DNA replication during growth can
lead to more than one gene being present in a growing cell.
Usually, one could observe only one binding spot for lacI,
when investigating lacI binding in living and growing cells
[2]. Thus, we assumed that there is only about one lac operon
present in each growing E. coli cell.
2. Total number of lacI molecules per cell
There are 20 lacI monomers per lacI gene in wild type
E. coli [39], and, since there is only one gene per cell (see
above), we estimate that there are only amax = 5 independently
searching lac tetramers per cell.
3. Sliding length sl
The root-mean-square deviation during one slide on the
DNA was estimated to be sl,RMSD =
√
2D1D/kd = (45 ±
10) bp [3], where D1D is the 1D diffusion constant and kd
is the DNA dissociation rate. Here, we defined the sliding
length sl as the average number of different base pairs that the
TF visits at least once during one slide. Thus, we can compute
the sliding rate as sl =
√
4D1D/kd =
√
2sl,RMSD [2,21], and
thus sl = (64 ± 14) bp. Hammar et al. [3] do not discuss if
this sliding length includes short dissociation events followed
by immediate rebinding (hopping) or if the TF unbinds the
first time on average after scanning 64 bp with a chance
of immediately binding again, performing a new slide on
the DNA. The experimental approach used to determine the
sliding length [3] consisted of measuring how the association
rate decreases as additional binding sites near the target are
introduced. Given a median hopping distance of 1 bp and about
six hops per 1D random walk [21], it is very unlikely that hops
would by chance overcome the extra binding site. Hopping
is therefore unlikely to significantly alter the experimental
results, suggesting that sl = (64 ± 14) bp already includes
short hops.
4. The dissociation rate from the binding site
The dissociation rate from the binding site is computed
using the following equation from the main text:
kd = 2koff
sl
⇒
koff = slkd2 =
64 × 0.0023
2
= 0.074 s−1. (D1)
Note that we used the following values: sl = 64 bp (see above)
and kd = 0.0023 s−1[41]. The latter is similar to the value
measured recently (mean bound time of 5.3 ± 0.2) using a
single molecule chase assay [48].
5. β-galactosi dase translation rate
Kennell and Riezman [43] measure one translation initi-
ation of a single lacZ mRNA every 2.2 s in exponentially
growing cells. However, they state that around 30% of
the polypeptides are not completed, giving one effective
translation every 3.1 s and an effective translation rate of
λp = 0.32 s−1.
6. β-galactosi dase protein decay rate
Mandelstam [46] measured a β-galactosidase degrada-
tion rate of 1.4 × 10−5 s−1. This is much slower than the
average protein dilution rate of an exponentially growing
E. coli cell of 3.3 × 10−4 s−1 [49]. Thus, the decay of
β-galactosidase is dominated by dilution, and we approx-
imate it by βp = 3.3 × 10−4 s−1.
APPENDIX E: CHANGING THE ASSOCIATION RATE
TO A NONSLIDING EQUIVALENT TF
Variations in the extent of facilitated diffusion during target
finding can be achieved by varying the sliding length. This
hypothetical TF, similar to lacI in all respects but the sliding
length, will have modified association rates. The association
rate can be calculated in closed form, as outlined below. The
association rate ka,sl of a TF with sliding sl is given by the
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following expression [6]:
ka,sl =
sl
M∗
(
t1D,sl + t3D
)−1
, (E1)
where M∗ is the number of accessible base pairs in the genome,
and t1D,sl and t3D are the average durations of 1D searches
(slides and hops on the DNA) and 3D searches (free diffusion
in the cytoplasm). It has been experimentally observed that
lacI spends about 90% of the time sliding when searching for
the target site [2], which means that
t1D,lacI = 9t3D. (E2)
To find the dependence of the association rate of the TF
on the sliding length from Eq. (E1), we need to calculate the
modified t1D,sl and t3D. Since the 3D search round duration is
not affected by the sliding length of the TF, t3D is identical to
that of lacI and can be calculated by inverting Eq. (E1):
t3D = sl,lacI10M∗ka,lacI . (E3)
The average time spent during the 1D slide, t1D,sl , is
proportional to the average number of 1 bp sliding steps N
performed during such a slide. Also, since the transcription
factor diffuses along the DNA while sliding, N is proportional
to the square of sl [21] and t1D,sl ∝ s2l . Hence
t1D,sl = t1D,lacI
(
sl
sl,lacI
)2
. (E4)
Combining Eqs. (E1), (E2), (E3), and (E4), we find that the
association rate of a TF with sliding length sl is
ka,sl = 10ka,lacI
sl
sl,lacI
[
9
(
sl
sl,lacI
)2
+ 1
]−1
, (E5)
where sl,lac = (64 ± 14) bp is the sliding length of lacI [3] and
ka,lacI = (0.0044 ± 0.0011) s−1 is its association rate [3].
The association rate of an equivalent TF with a different
sliding length can be found by plugging the sliding length sl
into Eq. (E5). The 3D diffusion case can be approached by
setting sl = 1 bp. In the 3D case, the reduced association rate
is
ka,3D = ka,lacI 10
sl,lacI
(
9
s2l,lacI
+ 1
)−1
= ka,lacI /6.4 = 6.9 × 10−4 s−1. (E6)
Hence, if lacI was not using facilitated diffusion, it would
take on average 6.4 times longer to find its target site.
APPENDIX F: FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
ON OUR MODEL
1. Transcription initiation
In our model, we do not model transcription explicitly,
but we rather assume that an mRNA molecule is produced
at exponentially distributed time intervals when the TF is not
bound to the target site. Recently, it was found in Ref. [48]
that while this equilibrium model of transcription is accurate
for certain promoters (including lacO1), it fails to explain
the behavior of other promoters (e.g., lacOsym). Nevertheless,
these nonequilibrium binding mechanisms require systematic
investigation and will be left to further research.
2. Considerations on our three-state model
In this contribution, we proposed a three-state model
that described the facilitated diffusion mechanism. Pulkkinen
and Metzler [11] modeled facilitated diffusion analytically
assuming a different three-state model, i.e., they assumed that
the TF molecule can be in the following three states: (i) free
in the cytoplasm/nucleoplasm, (ii) bound nonspecifically to
the DNA in the vicinity of the target site, and (iii) bound to
the target site. The transitions between these three states were
assumed to be exponentially distributed.
Crucially, we considered that the TF molecule can be in
different three states, namely (1) searching for the target using
facilitated diffusion (at least one DNA detachment before
target rebinding), (2) bound to the target site, and (3) sliding
on the DNA between two consecutive target binding events
without DNA detachment. Note that when sliding off the target
site, the TF molecule can be in both states (1) and (3), i.e., if
it will return before DNA detachment, the TF is in state (3),
while otherwise it is in state (1). Hence, we used well-defined
abstract states instead of a purely spatial definition as used in
[11]. In other words, we avoided a necessarily approximate
definition of a “local” search state, which allows us to find
the exact target return time distribution assuming facilitated
diffusion of a TF. Importantly, we find that when sliding on the
DNA near the target site, the binding time is not exponentially
distributed, as is assumed by Pulkkinen and Metzler [11].
Furthermore, Meyer et al. [10] investigated the noise in
mRNA assuming that the search takes place in a compact
environment, and they compared this with the case of the
search taking place in a noncompact environment. They
derived a nonexponential return rate to the target site and
assumed that facilitated diffusion can be seen as a search in
a compact environment. Our approach was different in the
sense that we did not assume a distribution of the return times,
but rather derived this distribution analytically by assuming
a known model of facilitated diffusion. We further used this
distribution and parameters derived from previous experiments
to understand the influence of facilitated diffusion on the noise
in mRNA and protein.
The main focus of our paper is what are the effects of
facilitated diffusion on mRNA and protein noise. Pulkkinen
and Metzler [11] investigate this problem, but in the case of
colocalization of the gene encoding for a TF and the target
site of that TF. This assumption makes their results valid only
in the context of bacterial systems (where transcription and
translation are colocalized), while our results are potentially
valid even in the context of eukaryotic systems (where
translation takes place outside the nucleus). Interestingly, it
seems that mRNA noise in animal cells seems to display a
similar level of correlation with the mean expression level as
in the case of bacterial cells [31]. This means that assuming
that TFs perform facilitated diffusion in higher eukaryotes
[37,50–52], the contribution from binding/unbinding kinetics
is potentially small.
It is worthwhile noting that Pedraza and Paulsson [53]
proposed a general model to compute noise in mRNA where
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any distribution for the arrival times of the TFs to the target site
can be assumed. Our model particularizes this type of model
to the case of facilitated diffusion, and we explicitly derive the
arrival time distribution as being nonexponential.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that, to our knowledge,
no previous work systematically compared nonsliding with
sliding TFs and discussed the effects of facilitated diffusion on
the noise in gene expression compared to simple 3D diffusion
of TFs.
3. Comparing sliding TFs to their hypothetical
nonsliding equivalents
van Zon et al. [18] investigated a different TF search effect,
namely how fast rebinding in the case of a TF that uses only
3D diffusion affects transcriptional noise. In our paper, we
investigate the case of multiple returns due to sliding, and we
find that facilitated diffusion leads to a reduction in the mRNA
noise. This is different from the result of van Zon et al. [18],
who find that fast 3D diffusion returns increase transcriptional
noise. The system investigated in our paper is different in
that, unlike 3D diffusion returns, sliding not only leads to
multiple consecutive binding events but also to a speedup in
target search, hence increasing the TF target finding rate. Most
importantly, the crucial difference between the two works that
explains the seemingly contradictory conclusions is due to the
difference in the questions posed. On the one hand, van Zon
et al. [18] asked what happens to transcriptional noise if TFs
quickly return to the target multiple times through 3D diffusion
and hence decrease the effective dissociation rate. On the other
hand, we ask how the effect on gene expression noise could
pose an evolutionary advantage that could play a role in the
development of facilitated diffusion. More specifically, we do
not simply ask how a sliding TF compares to another TF that
is identical, except that it is unable to slide along the DNA,
but rather we investigate how the noise in gene expression in
a system that has evolved using a sliding TF differs from the
noise in gene expression in a system that uses a nonsliding
TF. Thus, we require that both systems have the same average
level of repression, and this means that the average time a TF
is bound to the target should be identical.
Since we show that target binding dynamics of sliding
TFs can be represented as an effective two-state model, any
possible advantage of the facilitated diffusion mechanism in
terms of noise in gene expression must lie in the effective
binding and unbinding rates. Here, we compared sliding and
nonsliding TFs at equal TF number, and thus at equal metabolic
cost. In the case of nonsliding TFs, the overall target finding
rate is slower. To keep the average repression level the same,
the target dissociation rate for the nonsliding TF is then
decreased accordingly to compensate for the slower target
finding rate and the effect of multiple fast returns due to
sliding. It is worthwhile mentioning that, from an evolutionary
point of view, changes in dissociation rate could be acquired
relatively easily via small mutations in target sequence and/or
TF DNA-binding domain [54].
We choose the target dissociation rate of the nonsliding
TF such that the average mRNA level remains unchanged,
and thus we do not consider a decrease in dissociation rate
due to multiple returns of the TF to the binding site as in
[18]. The change in the noise in our model is only due to the
accelerated target finding. If we did not correct the dissociation
rate, a simple nonsliding lacI equivalent would show both a
slower target finding rate as well as a higher effective target
dissociation rate due to the lack of multiple returns. However,
such a direct comparison would lead to very different average
mRNA levels. Using our comparison, we are able to show
that the increase in the target finding rate due to facilitated
diffusion can indeed pose an evolutionary advantage for the
cell by decreasing the steady-state expression noise of the
controlled gene for a specific average expression rate.
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